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MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL SEMINAR 
ON JESUIT HIGHER EDUCATION
Lisa Sowle Cahill is a professor in the theology department at Boston College, Boston, Massachusetts.
Harry R. Dammer is chair and professor of criminal justice and sociology at University of Scranton,
Scranton, Pennsylvania. 
Susanne E. Foster is an associate professor in the philosophy department at Marquette University,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Patrick J. Howell, S.J., is chairman of the seminar and professor of pastoral theology and rector of
the Jesuit community at Seattle University, Seattle, Washington.
Steven Mailloux is a professor of rhetoric in the English department at Loyola Marymount University,
Los Angeles, California.
Diana Owen is associate professor in the department of communications, culture and technology at
Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.
Stephen C. Rowntree, S.J., secretary to the seminar, is in the philosophy department at Loyola
University New Orleans, Louisiana.
Alison Russell is associate professor in the English department at Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Raymond A. Schroth, S.J., editor, is also associate editor of America magazine.
William J. Stempsey, S.J., is professor of philosophy and medical ethics at The College of the Holy
Cross, Worcester, Massachusetts.
Aparna Venkatesan is assistant professor in the department of physics and astronomy at the
University of San Francisco.
HOW TO WRITE FOR CONVERSATIONS
The goal of the National Seminar on Jesuit Higher
Education and its publication of Conversations is to
strengthen the Jesuit identity of our 28 colleges and
universities. First, each issue is written to stimulate the
campus dialogue — through departmental discussions
or faculty symposiums — on the pursuit of various
ideals. Second, through our various departments —
feature articles, forums, book reviews, reports, and
Talking Back — we want to keep the conversation
going to build on the progress we have made.
Our ten faculty members, representing various institu-
tions and disciplines, visit three colleges and universi-
ties a year and listen to groups of faculty and students
in order to decide the themes for each issue. Although
most of the articles are commissioned, we welcome
unsolicited manuscripts. Ideally they should explore
an idea that will generate discussion rather than
describe a worthy project at an institution. 
Writing Guidelines. Please keep the article to fewer
than 2000 words. DO NOT include footnotes.
Incorporate any references into the text. Don’t 
capitalize: chairman of the biology department,
names of committees, or administrative titles unless
the title precedes the name: President Woodrow
Wilson. We welcome photographs, fully captioned,
preferably of action rather than posed shots. Send by CD
containing digital images scanned at not less than 300 dpi
or a traditional print. Send the ms as a Microsoft WORD
attachment to raymondschroth@aol.com.
Permission is granted to reprint articles from
Conversations for any educational purpose, provided
credit is given. Archive issues are available at 
http://epublications.marquette.edu/conversations/
COMING UP Issue #42 (August 2012) will celebrate the
Fiftieth Anniversary of Vatican II (1962-2012), with special
attention to the Council’s impact on the Society of Jesus
as well as the influence of ecumenical and interfaith ini-
tiatives on our campuses. No. 43 (January 2013) is tenta-
tively described as eloquentia perfecta in a digital
age. We have always claimed that graduates of Jesuit
institutions should be able to write and speak well —
even eloquently. What is the status of that tradition?
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